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$R$ $\mathbb{C}$ 1 , $A$ $R$ 2 .
$R$ $A$ : $R=\oplus_{Irr(A)}R_{\chi}$ , $Irr(A)$ $A$
, $R_{\chi}$ $\chi$ . $\Gamma(R, A)$
$3_{:}$
: $R_{\chi}(R_{\chi}\neq 0)$ ,
: $R_{\chi}o-\circ R_{\chi’}\Leftrightarrow R_{\chi}R_{\chi’}\neq 0$ .
4 , $A$ $R$ $Aut(R)$
$N_{Aut(R)}(A)$ .
, . $A$
, $N_{Aut(R)}(A)/Aarrow Aut(\Gamma(R, A))$ .
, $R$ $U=\oplus_{\chi\in X}R_{\chi}$
$\Gamma(U, A)$ . $U$ $N_{Aut(R)}(A)$- .
1 . , $A$ 2- $\mathbb{R}$ .
2 . , , .
3 . , .
4 $xy\neq 0\Leftrightarrow yx\neq 0$ , , .
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2.1. $U$ $N_{Aut(R)}(A)$ - . NAut(R)( )/ $\Gamma(U, A)$
. , $\{R_{\chi}|\chi\in X\}$ .
. $N_{Aut(R)}(A)/$ $\Gamma(U, A)$ ,
. , $d\in \mathbb{Z}$ { $R_{\chi}|$ dim $R_{\chi}=d$} $N_{Aut(R)}(A)/A$
, .
3
VOA $V$ $V_{0}=\mathbb{C}1$ $V_{1}=0$ .5 $V_{2}$
1- ( ) , 3- .
. $\omega$ $V$ , $B(V)$ $\omega$
$\omega^{\perp}$ . $B(V)$ ” ”
.6
3.1. $BW_{16}$ 16 Bames-Wall . $V_{BW_{16}}^{+}$ V-OA $V_{BW_{16}}$
$-1\in Aut(BW_{16})$ VOA . ,
$\Gamma(B(V_{BW_{16}}^{+}), O_{2}(Aut(V_{BW_{16}}^{+})))$ 2295 2 distance-transitive
.
3.2. $BW_{32}$ 32 Barnes-Wall . $V$ $V_{BW_{32}}^{+}$
$V_{BW_{32}}^{+}\oplus V_{BW_{32}}^{T,+}$ Vo . Aut(V) $K\cong 2^{27}.E_{6}(2)$
, $\Gamma(B(V), O_{2}(K))$ 139503 2 distance-transitive .
VOA .
3.3. (1) 3.1 $\Omega^{+}(10,2)$ 2295 $2^{10}$ : $L_{5}(2)$
. half dual polar graph
10 .
(2) 3.2 $E_{6}(2)$ 139503 $2^{16}$ : $\Omega^{+}(10,2)$
.
4 16 Barnes-Wall VOA
16 Barnes-Wall $BW_{16}$ VOA $V=V_{BW_{16}}^{+}$
.
5 [Bo86, FLM88] .
6 , .
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VOA [Sh04, Sh06] VOA $V_{L}^{+}$
, $2^{16}.\Omega^{+}(10,2)$ .7 ,
Aut(V) 2- $A$ , $\Gamma=\Gamma(B(V), A)$ . $A$ Aut(V)
, $Aut(V)/A$ $\Gamma$ . $Aut(V)/A$
, .
4.1. (1) Aut(V) $B(V)$ .
(2) dim $B_{\chi}=1$ $\chi\in A^{*}$ .
. (1) . (2)
$A$ , .
$Aut(V)/A$ $\Gamma$ , 2295 .
$\Gamma$ $\Omega^{+}(10,2)$ , .
. $\Omega^{+}(10,2)$ , $Aut(V)/A$ $\Gamma$
1 $2^{10}$ : $L_{5}(2)$ . $\Gamma$
$\Omega^{+}(10,2)/(2^{10} : L_{5}(2))$ . $\Omega^{+}(10,2)/(2^{10} : L_{5}(2))$
$\Omega^{+}(10,2)$ distance-transitive 8 $\Gamma$




5 32 Barnes-Wall VOA
32 Barnes-Wall $BW_{32}$ VOA $V_{BW_{32}}^{+}$
VOA $V=V_{BW_{S2}}^{+}\oplus V_{BW_{32}}^{T,+}$ . VOA
[Hu96] [Mi] .9
VOA Griess .
. $z$ $V_{BW_{32}}^{+}$ 1, $V_{BW_{3}}^{T,+}$ $-1$
, $C_{Aut(V)}(z)$ $2^{1+32}.(2^{10} : \Omega^{+}(10,2))$ [Mi]
$.10$ [Mi] ($\mathbb{R}$ ) Aut(V)
7 $V_{L}^{+}$ VOA $V_{L}$ VOA
$V_{\sqrt{2}B_{8}}^{+}$ $V_{BW_{16}}^{+}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ .
8 2 , . ency
.
$9[Mi]$ $\mathbb{R}$ VOA .
$10[Sh04]$ .
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. Aut(V) $\cong 2^{27}.E_{6}(2)$ 11





$BW_{32}$ $BW_{16}\oplus BW_{16}$ . $V$ VOA
$V(O)=V_{BW_{16}}^{+}\otimes V_{BW_{16}}^{+}$ . $V$ $V(0)$ $E\cong 2^{10}$
. , $E^{*}\cong 2^{10}$ Aut(V)
. [Sh04] $Aut(V_{BW_{16}}^{+})$ , Aut(V(0)) $=Aut(V_{BW_{16}}^{+})?\mathbb{Z}_{2}$
. [Sh04, Sh06] $N_{Aut(V)}(E^{*})$ $Aut(V(O))$
, $N_{Aut(V)}(E^{*})\cong 2^{10}.(2^{16}\cross 2^{16}).\Omega^{+}(10,2)$ : $\langle\mu\rangle$ . , $\mu$ $V(O)$
$V$ 2 .
, $2^{10}.2^{16}$ , $2^{16}\cross 2^{16}$
, $2^{10}.(2^{16}\cross 2^{16})$ $2^{26}$ 2- $\overline{A}$ . $\mu$ $\overline{A}$
, $A=\langle\overline{A}, \mu\rangle$ $2^{27}$ 2- .
$\chi_{0}$ $\chi_{0}(a)=1,$ $a\in\overline{A},$ $\chi_{0}(\mu)=-1$ .
$A$ $C_{Aut(V)}(z)$ , .
5.1. (1) $A$ $N_{Aut(V)}(E^{*}),$ $C_{Aut(V)}(z)$ . $N_{Aut(V)}(E^{*})$ ,
$C_{Aut(V)}(z)\subset N_{Aut(V)}(A)$ .




, VOA $V(0)=V_{BW_{16}}^{+}\otimes V_{BW_{16}}^{+}$ VOA $V_{BW_{16}}^{+}\otimes 1$ $1\otimes V_{BW_{16}}^{+}$
$\omega\iota,$ $\omega_{r}$ . .
5.2. (1) $B_{\chi 0}=\mathbb{C}(\omega_{l}-\omega_{r})$ .
, 5.1 .
11 2002 . , 2004 Griess
. VOA .
$12\mathbb{C}$ $Aut(V)$ . $\mathbb{C}$
.
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5.3. $\Gamma(B(V), A)$ 139503 , $N_{Aut(V)}(A)$ .
.
5.4. (1) $\Gamma$ 2 . , $B_{\chi}\in\Gamma$ , $d(B_{\chi 0}, B_{\chi})\leq$
$1$ $B_{\chi}\subset V(O)$ , $d(B_{\chi 0}, B_{\chi})=2$
$B_{\chi}\not\subset V(O)$ .
(2) $N_{Aut(A)}(A)$ $\Gamma$ $B_{\chi 0}$ $N_{Aut(V)}(E^{*})$ .
(3) $N_{Aut(V)}(E^{*})$ $B_{\chi 0}$ 1 2 .
. (1) .
, $B_{\chi}$ $B_{\chi}\subset V(O)$ $v\otimes 1\pm 1\otimes v$ , $B_{\chi}\not\subset V(O)$
$u\otimes u$ .
(2) $N_{Aut(V)}(E^{*})$ $B_{\chi 0}$ . , $B_{\chi 0}$
$g$ 1 , $V(O)$ . $V(O)$
$V(0)_{2}$ VOA , $g(V(O))=V(O)$ . $V$ $V(O)$
$g$ $E$ . $g\in N_{Aut(V)}(E^{*})$ .
(3) (2) .
$N_{Aut(V)}(A)/A$ $\Gamma$ 3 .
, 3 13 (cf. [Lie87]), $N_{Aut(A)}(A)/A\cong E_{6}(2)$
. , $N_{Aut(A)}(A)\cong 2^{27}.E_{6}(2)$ .
32 . , Aut(V) ,
( ) $A$
Aut(V) . Aut(V) .
6 “ ” VOA
,
VOA . ” ” VOA
” ” . ,






6.1 of class $S^{6}$
VOA of class $S^{6}$ 14
$([Ma01])15$ . of class $S^{6}$ , VOA 16.
$V_{BW_{32}}^{+}\oplus V_{BW_{32}}^{T,+}$ $V_{BW_{16}}^{+}$ of class $S^{6}$ ( ) Aut(V)
$O_{2}(Aut(V))$ , $O_{2}(Aut(V))$ ( ) 2-
VOA . of class $S^{6}$
, .
6.2
[BCN89] $p334$ $\Omega^{+}(10,2)$ $D_{5,5}=D_{5,4},$ $E_{6}(2)$
$E_{6.1}=E_{6,6}$ Chevalley Lie
. , exceptianl series
. $D_{4,4}$ VOA
.
, Barnes-Wall . Barnes-Wall
2 . , 32 64
Barnes-Wall VOA VOA
. .
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14VOA $V$ of class $S^{n}$ $V_{\omega}$ $\omega$ VOA , Aut(V)
$V_{n}/(V_{w})_{\mathfrak{n}}$ .
15[MaOl] , of class $S^{6}$ , ,
.
16 VOA $V_{\vee\overline{2}E_{8}}^{+},$ $V_{BW_{16}}^{+},$ $VB^{\natural},$ $V\#,$ $V_{BW_{S2}}^{+}\oplus V_{BW_{S2}}^{T,+}$ 5 ,
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